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We report time-resolved spectral hole-burning experiments on bacteriochlorophyll-a~BChl-a!
doped into the glass triethylamine~TEA! at ambient pressure (Dp50) and at a pressure ofDp
53.4 GPa. We observe a number of remarkable effects:~a! from the change in the temperature
dependence of the ‘‘effective’’ optical homogeneous linewidthGhom8 , we conclude that local order
is introduced in TEA under high pressure;~b! from the change in the time dependence ofGhom8 , we
conclude that spectral diffusion is induced by ‘‘downhill’’ energy transfer among BChl-a molecules
~at a concentration ofc;531024 M! within the S1↔S0 0-0 band, both at ambient and high
pressure; and~c! from the wavelength dependence ofGhom8 , we conclude that an energy barrier
(DE;135 cm21 at Dp50, andDE;70 cm21 at Dp53.4 GPa! has to be crossed in order to excite
two-level systems~TLSs! of the TEA host which, subsequently, leads to spectral diffusion. We
present a qualitative molecular model for the interpretation of these effects. ©1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~97!00437-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding the low-temperature dynamics of glas
remains an intriguing puzzle. Structural configurations o
glass are theoretically described by the two-level sys
~TLS!-model.1,2 TLSs are low-energy excitations represent
by double-well potentials having a broad distribution
asymmetries and barrier heights leading to tunneling rate
the glass varying over many orders of magnitude.3–5

The properties of a glass can be studied by dopin
with a chromophore. Because the latter is coupled to
TLSs of the glass, the ‘‘effective’’ homogeneous linewid
Ghom8 of the lowest electronic transition of the chromopho
~for a definition ofGhom8 , see Sec. II D! will not only depend
on temperatureT, but also on the time scale of th
experiment.6–8 The time dependence, called spectral diff
sion ~SD!, is caused by frequency fluctuations of the optic
transition due to relaxation of the TLSs in the surround
glass.2,3,9 The temperature dependence ofGhom8 of chro-
mophores doped into organic glasses and polymers aT
<10 K shows a universal behaviour independent of the g
and the probe molecule,10–13

Ghom8 5G081aT1.360.1. ~1!

The residual linewidthG08 is related to the lifetimeT1 of the
excited state of the chromophore, and the second term in
~1! represents the rate of dephasing (pT2* )21 caused by
chromophore–host interaction.

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
J. Chem. Phys. 107 (13), 1 October 1997 0021-9606/97/107(13)/4
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The time dependence ofGhom8 does not show such a un
versal behavior. On the one hand, hole-burning experime
have shown that holes detected after a delay timetd between
burning and probing of microseconds to hours,13,14 and of
minutes to days,15 yield Ghom8 } log td at a givenT, implying a
distribution of relaxation rates in the glassP(R)}1/R,16

while very long delay times~weeks! have been reported to
lead to a power law dependence ofGhom8 .17 On the other
hand, three-pulse photon-echo experiments performed
tween 1029 and 1021 s have been interpreted by assuming
gap in the distribution of relaxation ratesP(R),18 while other
hole-burning experiments have been interpreted with co
posite distribution functions.19 Whether these discrepancie
are due to differences in the glassy systems studied or in
experimental techniques is not yet clear.13

In a previous hole-burning study12 and, subsequently, in
three-pulse photon-echo experiments,18~b! it was shown that
the amount of spectral diffusion strongly depends on the
ture of the glass, i.e., the number of TLSs active in SD var
with the glass. Furthermore, for ethanol glass doped w
various probe molecules it was found that both the slo
dGhom8 /d(log td) and the value ofGhom8 normalized by the
‘‘pure’’ dephasing contribution~cf. below! are characteristic
of the glass; i.e., the amount of SD and the number of ac
TLSs in the glass are independent of the particular probe13

In doped organic glasses at low concentrations, the
terms in Eq.~1! actually account for three contributions. Th
first termG08 is simply equal toG05(2ptfl)

21, with tfl the
intrinsic fluorescence lifetime of the probe molecule. T
4797797/11/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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4798 Creemers et al.: Dynamics of doped organic glasses
second term, generally, consists of two contributions to
linewidth both increasing proportionally toT1.3, the first one
determined by ‘‘pure’’ dephasing and the second, delay-ti
dependent one, determined by what we shall call ‘‘norma
spectral diffusion~SD!,13,14

a5aPD1aSD~ td!. ~2!

At higher concentrations, energy transfer between pr
molecules may take place. One expects this to lead t
shortening of the excited-state lifetime and, therefore, to
increase ofGhom8 through theT1-term, which now equals
G085G01G0

ET , whereG0
ET5(2ptET)

21 is the energy trans
fer rate.20 In addition, we have observed a remarkable n
effect: spectral diffusion~SD! induced by energy transfe
~ET!, which gives furthertd-dependent contributions to bot
G08 and the temperature-dependent term inGhom8 . In a simple
picture, the effect arises from a mismatch of the excitat
energies of the donor and acceptor chromophores, with
energy difference being released as ‘‘heat’’ to the envir
ment. This ‘‘heat,’’ in turn, activates TLSs causing spect
diffusion over many decades in time.

Assuming that TLSs are low-frequency modes asso
ated with voids or excess free volume in the glass,21 one
should be able to affect or change the number of TLSs a
therefore, the amount of SD by applying high pressu
Moreover, changes in pressure affect host and guest and
interaction in many ways, and lead to frequency shifts
electronic and vibrational levels.22–24 Only a few studies of
homogeneous linewidths in organic molecular solids un
pressure~up to a few hundred MPa! have been reported. I
has been observed, for example, thatGhom8 decreases with
pressure in doped glasses and crystals, a phenomeno
plained by a pressure-induced increase of the local pho
frequency.25,26 Thus far, pressure studies by hole-burning27

and single-molecule spectroscopy28 have been performed a
low temperature and at relatively modest pressures, fro
few hundred hPa to a few MPa. In these experiments,
spectral position and shape of a hole or a single molec
were first detected at ambient pressure and then at a hi
pressure; a reversible spectral shift and broadening w
found.27,28 Since the frequency shift arises from a change
host density, the compressibility can be derived. The bro
ening of the hole occurs because the accidental degene
of the transition frequencies of the sites burned atDp50 is
lifted under pressure. This result yields information on t
degree of microscopic disorder in the host material.27

Another phenomenon observed in glasses under h
pressure is crystallization. In methanol at room temperat
it occurs between 5 and 10.5 GPa depending on the sp
with which the pressure is applied.29 In ethanol, crystalliza-
tion has been reported to happen at 1.8 GPa at ro
temperature.30 Since spectral diffusion~SD! is associated
with the amorphous nature of the host, we would expect
if crystallization indeed occurs in TEA at high pressure,
would decrease the amount of SD.

Here we report on time-resolved hole-burning expe
ments performed at ambient pressure (Dp50) and high
pressure (Dp53.4 GPa) on the system bacteriochlorophyl
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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~BChl-a! in triethylamine~TEA! at a concentration ofc;5
31024 M, and temperatures between 1.2 and 4.2 K. W
chose this system because in ambient pressure experim
at low concentration (c;131025 M) and temperatures be
tween 1.2 and 4.2 K, there is no spectral diffusion in a tim
span of at least nine orders of magnitude, between 1026 and
103 s.12,13 The system does, however, undergo ‘‘pure
dephasing with aT1.3-dependence ofGhom8 . We will show in
Sec. III B that at high pressure thisT1.3-dependence, charac
teristic of organic glassy systems, transforms into an ex
nential T-dependence, characteristic of crystalline syste
The results suggest that a structural transition from disord
to-local order occurs under pressure. The experiments,
thermore, revealed that in the TEA glass atT<4.2 K, in
which no spectral diffusion occurs at low concentratio
spectral diffusion is induced by ‘‘downhill’’ energy transfe
at higher concentration (c;531024 M). The implications
of these results are discussed in Secs. III B–III D, and su
marized in terms of a qualitative molecular model in Sec.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Pressure cell

We used a diamond-anvil cell of the Merrill-Basse
type,31 which is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of two brilliant
cut diamonds, truncated such that the two resulting surfa

FIG. 1. Diagram of the diamond-anvil high-pressure cell. The harden
steel mounting plates~1! are held together by three compression bolts~2!.
Two brilliant-cut diamond anvils~4! with truncated, parallel sides ar
mounted on two anvil-positioning plates~3! and adjusted by alignment pin
~7! and positioning screws~8!. A leaf-spring steel gasket~6!, in which a hole
is drilled that contains the sample~5!, is placed between the diamond anvil
Pressures up toDp;5 GPa~50 kbar! are reached by turning the three com
pression bolts~2!. For higher pressures, a different gasket~6! material has to
be used~see Sec. II A!.
No. 13, 1 October 1997
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4799Creemers et al.: Dynamics of doped organic glasses
are parallel. A leaf-spring gasket (thickness50.5 mm) is
mounted between the diamonds. The sample is loaded
small hole (d50.4 mm) drilled in this gasket. Pressure
applied by pushing the anvils towards each other with th
compression bolts. In this way, pressures up to at least 5
~50 kbar! can be reached.32

To calibrate the pressure, a small splinter of ruby w
introduced into the cell simultaneously with the sample a
the frequency shift of theR1-fluorescence line of ruby wa
measured. The shift of this line is towards the red and lin
with pressure,27.6 cm21/GPa, independent of tempera
ture.33 The present experiments were performed at a pres
of Dp53.4 GPa~34 kbar!, which corresponds to a shift o
the ruby fluorescence line of 26.1 cm21, as shown in Fig. 2.

B. Sample preparation

BChl-a was extracted from purple bacteria Rhodobac
sphaeroides and isolated following a slightly modified v
sion of the method of Iriyamaet al.34 After dissolving
BChl-a in ether to an optical density OD51/mm at 770 nm,
the sample was stored at220 °C. To prepare BChl-a in
TEA and in 2-methyltetrahydrofuran~MTHF!, the ether was
first evaporated and the remaining BChl-a film was dissol
in the desired solvent. The samples had a concentratio
c;531024 M, with a resulting optical density in the pres
sure cell of OD;0.5 at the maximum of the absorption ban

Measurements were performed between 1.2 and 4.2
a 4He-bath cryostat. For the experiments at ambient press
the sample was placed either in a 1 mm-flat cuvette or frozen
on a glass plate. The sample was then quickly introdu
into the cryostat filled with liquid N2. After a few minutes,
the liquid N2 was blown out and the cryostat filled wit
liquid helium. For the high pressure experiments, the c
containing the sample was placed in the cryostat, which
then filled with liquid N2. Subsequently, the same coolin
procedure was followed as before. The temperature in
cryostat was determined by means of a calibrated car
resistor close to the sample using a 4-point method and

FIG. 2. R1-fluorescence line of ruby before and after a pressure ofDp
53.4 GPa~34 kbar! has been applied to the sample. A linear, red-shift
7.6 cm21/GPa is observed, independent of temperature~see Sec. II A!.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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multaneously, by the vapor pressure of the helium, with
accuracy of60.005 K.

C. Absorption spectra and hole-burning experimental
set-up

Absorption spectra were measured with an Ar1 laser-
pumped cw titanium:sapphire ring laser~Coherent 899-21,
without intracavity e´talon, linewidth G laser'6 GHz!. The
wavelength of the laser was calibrated with a homeb
Michelson interferometer using a temperature-stabiliz
helium–neon laser~frequency accuracy of the wavemet
'50 MHz!.

Hole-burning ~HB! experiments were performed usin
either the same cw single-frequency titanium:sapphire r
laser ~Coherent 899-21,with intracavity étalon, frequency
jitter '0.5 MHz!, amplitude stabilized to<0.5%, or a
single-mode diode laser at 780 nm. The ring laser w
single-mode between 700 and 835 nm with a fixed set
mirrors. The frequency could be scanned without mode h
over 30 GHz, with a maximum scan rate of 100 MHz/ms.
a result, the shortest delay timetd at which holes in the
BChl-a/TEA system could be probed with the Ti:sapph
laser was about 150 ms.

The cw single-mode GaAlAs-diode laser~Hitachi, HL
7806G, output powerP'5 mW, linewidth'50 MHz! was
temperature-~ILX Lightwave, LDT 5910, stability better
than 0.01 °C! and current-controlled~Seastar, LD 2000,
DI /I'431026, modulation bandwidth 2 MHz!. It operated
at wavelengths between;780 and;785 nm by varying the
temperature between26 °C and 25 °C. The diode laser fre
quency was scanned by applying a voltage ramp to the
ternal modulation input of the current control of the dio
laser. This diode laser set-up, previously described in R
13, allows one to probe holes with scan rates from 2 to
GHz/ms to 15 GHz/ms depending on the scan range. Del
times as short astd51 ms are feasible.

To create short burn- and probe pulses, the beam f
either the Ti:sapphire laser or the diode laser was pas
through two acoustic-optic modulators~AOM, Isomet 1206
C, center frequency'110 MHz! in series. Two AOMs in-
stead of one, were used to reduce the intensity of the la
light leaking through them when the gating pulses we
switched off ~suppression better than 106!. The pulse se-
quence used in the experiments was as follows: first, a pr
pulse was applied by scanning the frequency of the lase
obtain a reference baseline, then a burn pulse at a fixed
quency produced a hole in the absorption profile and, fina
the profile of the hole was scanned by a second probe p
after an adjustable delaytd . Since the shape of the pressu
cell determined the beam geometry, holes were detecte
transmission through the sample. The signals were m
tored by a photomultiplier~EMI 9658 R! before and after
burning, then averaged in the two channels of a digital os
loscope ~LeCroy 9410, 150 MHz bandwidth!, substracted
from each other, and stored in a computer.
No. 13, 1 October 1997
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4800 Creemers et al.: Dynamics of doped organic glasses
D. Determination of the ‘‘effective’’ homogeneous
linewidth

In hole-burning experiments, we assume that an
semble of molecules in a solid host absorbing at a gi
excitation wavelengthlexc within the S1←S0 0-0 transition
has a homogeneous linewidthGhom, with a value that is an
average of single molecule-values at that wavelength. In
presence of spectral diffusion, the homogeneous line flu
ates in frequency during the delay timetd between burning
and probing the hole. The fluctuation in frequency manife
itself as an increase of the holewidth withtd , which we
relate to what we call the ‘‘effective’’ homogeneous lin
width Ghom8 (td) in the following way.13 The holewidthGhole,
burnt at a givenlexc and burning timetb and probed at a
delay timetd , is measured as a function of burning-fluen
density,F5Ptb /A ~where P is the burning power,tb the
burning time, andA the area of the laser on the sample!. The
extrapolated value ofGhole to F→0, Ghole,0 is subsequently
used. If there were no spectral diffusion the hole, which
the convolution of the homogeneous lines during burn
and probing, would for Lorentzian profiles have a wid
Ghole,052Ghom12Glaser, whereG laser is the bandwidth of the
laser, also assumed to have a Lorentzian shape. With spe
diffusion, which occurs during the burn timetb as well as
during the delay timetd , the holewidth will be given by

Ghole,0~ tb ,td!5Ghom8 ~ tb!1Ghom8 ~ td!12G laser, ~3!

whereGhom8 (t i) is the definition of the ‘‘effective’’ homoge-
neous linewidth at timet i . In Eq. ~3!, G laser is either equal to
'0.5 MHz, the width of the Ti:sapphire laser, or equal
'50 MHz the width of the diode laser. For a delay timetd

equal to the burning timetb ,

Ghole,0~ tb ,td5tb!52Ghom8 ~ tb!12G laser. ~4!

The ‘‘effective’’ homogeneous linewidthGhom8 (td) is now
obtained by insertingGhom8 (tb) from Eq. ~4! into Eq. ~3!,

Ghom8 ~ td!5Ghole,0~ tb ,td.tb!2 1
2Ghole,0~ tb ,td5tb!

2G laser. ~5!

Thus, we determineGhom8 (td) by measuring the holewidth
Ghole,0 extrapolated toF→0 for td5tb and as a function of
delay time fortd.tb . From Eq.~5! we see that fortd@tb9 ,
the value ofGhom8 (td) is significantly larger than that derive
from the expressionGhom8 (td5tb)5 1

2Ghole,0(tb ,td)2G laser,
the value ofGhom8 usually taken whentd'td .10

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Shifts and widths of the 0-0 absorption bands as a
function of pressure

At ambient pressure, the maximum of theS1←S0 0-0
absorption band~Qy-band! of BChl-a in TEA at liquid-He
temperature is at 771 nm, while that of theS2←S0 0-0 band
~Qx-band! is at 570 nm. By increasing the pressure
Dp;5 GPa, the bands shift linearly to the red but n
by the same amount. TheQy-band shifts by abou
2115 cm21/GPa, as shown in Fig. 3. TheQx-band shifts by
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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2160 cm21/GPa~not shown!. These shifts are comparable
those reported in the literature for other organic systems
photosynthetic protein complexes.24,28,35–40In Fig. 3 we have
plotted, in addition to the frequency shift, the width of th
0-0 Qy-band, which decreases by 12 cm21/GPa as a function
of pressure up to;5 GPa. This is in contrast to the resul
reported in Ref. 40, where linewidths increased under p
sure.

The lifetime of the lowest triplet state of BChl-a in TEA
has also been determined at high pressure. Following
method discussed in Ref. 12, we have measured the dec
of the hole depth (D) of a transient hole as a function o
delay timetd . The results are shown in Fig. 4 forDp50 and
Dp53.4 GPa. We have found that the decay timetT

5(150610) ms is independent of pressure within the err
bars.

FIG. 3. Position and width of theS1←S0 0-0 band~Qy-band! of BChl-a in
TEA at T51.6 K as a function of pressure. The band shifts linearly to
red by 115 cm21/GPa, while its width decreases linearly by 12 cm21/GPa
~see Sec. III A!.

FIG. 4. Logarithm of the hole depthD as a function of delay timetd for
BChl-a in TEA (c;531024 M) at Dp50 andDp53.4 GPa. The decay
time of the holetT5(150610) ms, represents the lifetime of the lowes
triplet state of BChl-a~Ref. 12!; its value is independent of pressure~see
Sec. III A!.
No. 13, 1 October 1997
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4801Creemers et al.: Dynamics of doped organic glasses
B. Temperature dependence of Ghom8

At ambient pressure (Dp50) and in the red wing~at
780 nm! of the 0-0 band of BChl-a in TEA, the homoge
neous widthGhom8 follows a T1.360.1-power law between 1.2
and 4.2 K @see Fig. 5~a!, upper curve and Eq.~1!#. This
behavior is characteristic for organic glasses at l
temperature.10–13 Because the value ofGhom8 at a specific
temperature does not depend on the delay timetd between
burning and probing the hole, we conclude that under th
conditions there is no spectral diffusion, independent of c
centration. Furthermore, we have found that the value
Ghom8 at low concentration (c;131025 M) does not depend
on excitation wavelength within the entire 0-0 band. Th
the extrapolated value ofGhom8 for T→0 in the red wing,G0 ,
is determined by the fluorescence lifetime-limited val
(2ptfl)

21 and is independent of concentration.12,13

At high pressure (Dp53.4 GPa) and in the red wing
~now at 805 nm! of the 0-0 band, the dependence ofGhom8 on
temperature drastically changes from aT1.3-power law to an
exponential,Ghom8 }exp(2E/kT) @see Fig. 5~a!, lower curve#.
Such an exponentialT-dependence is characteristic of o
ganic mixed crystals.41,42 We conclude that at high pressur
BChl-a couples to a more ordered environment than at
bient pressure and that a structural disorder-to-local-o
transition takes place in TEA. We attribute the activati
energyE;(1561) cm21, found at high pressure, to a low
frequency mode of TEA.43 In the red wing,Ghom8 extrapolates
to the fluorescence lifetime-limited valueG05(2ptfl)

21 for
T→0, just as forDp50.

The results ofGhom8 vs T obtained atc;531024 M in
the blue wing of the 0-0 band for ambient pressure (Dp
50) atl5755 nm, and for high pressure (Dp53.4 GPa) at
l5780 nm, are given in Fig. 5~b!. The wavelengths chose
correspond to equivalent positions in the respective inho
geneously broadened 0-0 bands. ForDp50, Ghom8 still fol-
lows aT1.310.1-power law as in the red wing, but it extrapo
lates toG08.G0 for T→0. For high pressure, the data fit
the equation,

Ghom8 5G081bPD exp~2E/kT!1b~l!T1.360.1, ~6!

also with G08.G0 . Since no increase of the residual lin
width G0 is observed at low concentration, or in the red wi
of the 0-0 band forDp50 andDp53.4 GPa@see Fig. 5~a!#,
we conclude that the value ofG08 in Fig. 5~b! is directly or
indirectly related to ‘‘downhill’’ energy transfer~ET! within
the 0-0 band.

C. Time dependence of Ghom8

In Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!, Ghom8 is plotted as a function o
temperature for various delay timestd , at ambient (Dp
50) and high pressure (Dp53.4 GPa). AtDp50 and in
the blue wing of the absorption band (l5755 nm), the value
of Ghom8 increases with delay timetd at a given temperature
@three upper curves of Fig. 6~a!#. Furthermore,Ghom8 follows
a T1.3-power law, independent of delay time between mi
seconds and hours, and the extrapolation valueG08 for T→0
increases with delay time. This increase ofG08 with td , which
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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is neither observed in the red wing of the absorption ba
@lower curve of Fig. 6~a! and upper curve of Fig. 5~a!# nor at
low concentration (c;131025 M), strongly suggests tha
spectral diffusion atc;531024 M is induced by energy
transfer~see below!. The first observation of this effect in
another organic glassy system was briefly mentioned in R
44.

At high pressure (Dp53.4 GPa) and in the blue wing
(l5780 nm), see Fig. 6~b!, the values ofGhom8 and G08 in-
crease with delay time, and the dependence ofGhom8 on T
proves different from that in the red wing@see the lowest
curve in Fig. 6~b!#; in addition to the exponentia
T-dependence, there is aT1.3-dependent contribution toGhom8
which increases withtd ~see below!. Both the dependence o
Ghom8 on td and the extraT1.3 power law indicate that also
under these conditions spectral diffusion is a consequenc
energy transfer.

In Fig. 7~a!, the dependence ofGhom8 on the logarithm of

FIG. 5. ‘‘Effective’’ homogeneous linewidthGhom8 as a function of tempera-
tureT in the red wing~a!, and in the blue wing~b! of the 0-0 band of BChl-a
in TEA, at ambient pressure~upper curves! and high pressure~lower
curves!. The red wing shifts from 780 nm atDp50 to 805 nm atDp
53.4 GPa, whereas the blue wing shifts from 755 nm to 780 nm under
same conditions~see Sec. III B!. Symbols of Fig. 5~a!, upper curve:c;5
31024 M, td5300 s, measured with the diode laser~open circles!; c;5
31024 M, td515ms, diode laser~closed circles!; c;131025 M, td

5300 s, diode laser~diamonds!; c;531024 M, td5300 s, Ti:sapphire la-
ser~closed squares!. Since all data fit the same curve, we conclude that th
is no spectral diffusion in the red wing at these concentrations forDp50.
Lower curve in~a!: c;531024 M, td5300 s, Ti:sapphire laser~triangles!.
No. 13, 1 October 1997
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4802 Creemers et al.: Dynamics of doped organic glasses
the delay timetd is plotted forT51.2 and 4.2 K, in the blue
wing of the absorption band, at ambient- and high press
The dependence is linear in logtd within the error bars, in
accordance with a hyperbolic distribution of relaxation ra
P(R)}1/R.13–16 Since the slopesdGhom8 /d(log td) are about
equal atDp50 and Dp53.4 GPa, we conclude that th
amount of SD is also comparable~see Sec. III D!. Figure
7~b! shows the values ofGhom8 vs logtd for three wavelengths
at Dp50 andT54.2 K. We observe that SD increases t
wards the blue; thus, spectral diffusion is, apparently,
rectly correlated with ‘‘downhill’’ energy transfer within the
0-0 band. The dependence ofGhom8 on excitation wavelength
for different delay times is discussed in Sec. III D.

Let us now turn to the dependence of the residual li
width G08 on delay timetd . We saw in Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!
thatG08 increases withtd in the blue wing of the 0-0 band. In
Figs. 8~a! and 8~b! ~upper curves! we have plotted the value
of G08 , obtained from theGhom8 vs T plots, as a function of
log td at Dp50 @Fig. 8~a!# andDp53.4 GPa@Fig. 8~b!#. We
have assumed thatG08 is the sum of three terms,

G085G01G0
ET~l!1G0

ET→SD~l,td!, ~7!

whereG0
ET is the ‘‘pure’’ energy transfer rate, andG0

ET→SD is
a residual linewidth that increases linearly with the logarith

FIG. 6. Ghom8 as a function ofT for various delay timestd at ambient
pressure~a!, and high pressure~b!, in the blue wing~upper curves! and in
the red wing~lower curve! of the 0-0 band of BChl-a in TEA. The residua
linewidth G08 increases both with delay time and from the red to the bl
For a discussion, see Sec. III C.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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of the delay timetd and is caused by SD induced by ET. If i
Figs. 8~a! and 8~b! the values ofG08 are extrapolated to a time
corresponding to the fluorescence lifetimetfl;4 ns, we ob-
tain for Dp50, G08(td't f l);62 MHz, and for Dp
53.4 GPa, G08(td'tfl);(6862) MHz, whereas G0

'50 MHz. We relate the difference betweenG08(td'tfl) and
G0 to the ‘‘pure’’ energy transfer rate. Since energy trans
takes place during the lifetime of the excited state of 4 ns
is over thereafter, we obtain an estimateG0max

ET '(11

62) MHz and G0max

ET '(1862) MHz, respectively, for the

upper limit of this rate. We attribute the somewhat larg
value ofG0max

ET at Dp53.4 GPa to the volume change of th

sample under pressure. According to Murnagha
equation,45 the relation between pressure and volume is

Dp5BT /BT8 @~V0 /VDp!BT8 21#, ~8!

whereBT is the zero-pressure bulk modulus,BT8 is the de-
rivative of BT with respect to pressure,VDp is the volume at
high pressure, andV0 is the volume at ambient pressur
Using BT;5 – 7 GPa, BT8;7 – 8 ~empirical constants!37,45

.

FIG. 7. Ghom8 as a function of the logarithm of the delay timetd . ~a! Blue
wing of the 0-0 band of BChl-a in TEA at 4.2 and 1.2 K, atDp50 and
Dp53.4 GPa. The slopes of the lines are similar for different pressures
given temperature.~See Sec. III C and III D for discussion.! ~b! The amount
of spectral diffusion~SD!, i.e., the slopedGhom8 /d(log td), at Dp50 andT
54.2 K, increases towards the blue within the 0-0 band. No SD is obse
in the red wing (l5780 nm). The results indicate a correlation betwe
spectral diffusion and ‘‘downhill’’ energy transfer~see Sec. III C!.
No. 13, 1 October 1997
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4803Creemers et al.: Dynamics of doped organic glasses
andDp53.4 GPa, one obtainsVDp /V0;0.80, i.e., a volume
decrease of;20%. If we assume that the energy trans
between BChl-a molecules is of the Fo¨rster type,46 then the
‘‘pure’’ energy transfer rateG0

ET}1/r 6, wherer is the dis-
tance between donor and acceptor. SinceV}r 3, then G0

ET

}1/V2 and G0
ET(Dp53.4 GPa)'(1/0.8)2G0

ET(Dp50).
Thus, the energy transfer rate atDp53.4 GPa is expected to
be about 1.6 times larger than at ambient pressure, in ag
ment with the values obtained in Figs. 8~a! and 8~b!.

In Fig. 8~a! we have plotted, in addition toG08 , the cou-
pling constanta as a function of logtd at ~lower curve!. The
value ofa was obtained from the data ofGhom8 vs T at vari-
ous delay times@see Fig. 6~a!# by fit to Eq. ~1!, using

a5aPD1aET→SD~l,td!, ~9!

whereaPD is the ‘‘pure’’ dephasing coupling constant in th
absence of spectral diffusion, andaET→SD is a coupling con-
stant which increases linearly with the logarithm of the de
time td and is related to the presence of SD induced by
@note that in TEA, aSD50 in Eq. ~2!#. The value of

FIG. 8. ~Left! residual homogeneous linewidthG08 ~triangles! for T→0 in
the blue wing of the 0-0 band of BChl-a in TEA as a function of t
logarithm of the delay timetd , at Dp50 ~a! andDp53.4 GPa~b!. ~Right!
~a! coupling constanta5aPD1aET→SD(td), ~b! bET→SD(td), ~circles!. By
extrapolating the values ofG08 and the coupling constants totd;4 ns, one
obtains~1! an upper limit of the ‘‘pure’’ energy transfer rate contribution
G08 : G0max

ET (Dp50)'(1161) MHz ~a!, and G0max

ET (Dp53.4 GPa)'(18

62) MHz ~b!; and ~2! a5aPD531 MHz ~a! and bET→SD50 ~b! ~see Sec.
III C !.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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aPD531 MHz/K1.3 obtained from the dependence ofGhom8 on
T in the red wing of the 0-0 band@see Figs. 5~a! and 6~a!# is
the same as that obtained by extrapolating the value ofa to
td5tfl;4 ns in Fig. 8~a! indicating that spectral diffusion
only starts after energy transfer is over, i.e., SD is inde
induced by ET.

In Fig. 8~b!, a similar plot as that in Fig. 8~a! is shown,
but for Dp53.4 GPa andbET→SD vs logtd instead ofa. The
values were obtained fromGhom8 vs T data at various delay
times@see Fig. 6~b!#. In Fig. 5~a! ~lower curve! we found that
at Dp53.4 GPa and in the red wing, the values ofGhom8
could be fitted with

Ghom8 5G01bPD exp~2E/kT!, ~10!

where bPD514.6 GHz is the ‘‘pure’’ dephasing coupling
constant under pressure. In the blue wing@see Eq.~6! and
Fig. 6~b!#, however,Ghom8 is best fitted with

Ghom8 5G081bPD exp~2E/kT!1bET→SD~l,td!T1.360.1, ~11!

wherebET→SD @calledb(l) in Eq. ~6!# is a coupling constan
related to SD induced by ET that increases linearly with
logarithm of the delay timetd . By extrapolating the values
of bET→SD to td5tfl;4 ns in Fig. 8~b!, we obtain
bET→SD~4 ns!50. These results show once again that spec
diffusion in TEA only starts after energy transfer is over an
therefore, is induced by ET. A summary of all the paramet
obtained at ambient- and high pressure in the red- and
wings of the 0-0 band at different delay times is given
Table I.

D. Excitation wavelength dependence of Ghom8

It was shown in Figs. 6~a! and 6~b! that at a concentra
tion of c;531024 M the values ofGhom8 in the blue wing
are larger than in the red wing. Furthermore, in Fig. 7~b! it
was demonstrated that SD is absent in the red edge of the
band atDp50 and that SD increases from the red to t
blue. These results prove that SD is indeed a consequen
‘‘downhill’’ energy transfer. To study this effect in a quan
titative way, we have measuredGhom8 as a function of exci-
tation wavelengthlexc at different delay timestd , for Dp
50 andDp53.4 GPa.

In Fig. 9~a! Ghom8 is plotted as a function oflexc, for two
delay times and two concentrations. At low concentrat
(c;131025 M, dashed line!, no dependence on wave
length is observed because there is no energy transfer. A
higher concentration (c;531024 M), Ghom8 depends on
lexc following an S-shaped curve. The values ofGhom8 in-
crease towards the blue of the absorption band and with
creasing delay timetd . The S-shaped curve in Fig. 9~a! rep-
resents an error function, which is the integral of the das
Gaussian with a width of;350 cm21 and a maximum at 763
nm. This Gaussian curve is blue-shifted with respect to
0-0 absorption band by (135610) cm21 at Dp50.

At high pressure, only measurements at the higher c
centration (c;531024 M) were performed because a
OD>0.5 was needed to be able to observe a signal in tra
mission through the pressure cell. As forDp50, Ghom8 fol-
No. 13, 1 October 1997
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TABLE I. Parameters used in Eqs.~1! and ~9! at Dp50 ~top!, and in Eqs.~10! and ~11! at Dp53.4 GPa
~bottom!, for various delay timestd, in the red~780 and 805 nm, respectively! and blue wing~755 and 780 nm,
respectively! of the 0-0 band of BChl-a in TEA.

Dp50
lexc

~nm! td

G0

~MHz!
G0 max

ET

~MHz!
G0

ET→SD

~MHz!
aPD

~MHz/K1.3!
aET→SD

~MHz/K1.3!

780 indep. 50 0 0 3161 0
755 150 ms 50 1161 7365 3161 9.461
755 30 s 50 1161 9165 3161 1261
755 300 s 50 1161 10267 3161 1561

Dp53.4 GPa
lexc

~nm! td

G0

~MHz!
G0 max

ET

~MHz!
G0

ET→SD

~MHz!
bPD

~MHz!
bET→SD

~MHz/K1.3!

805 indep. 50 0 0 1561 0
780 15ms 50 1862 2765 1561 5.361
780 300 s 50 1862 7265 1561 1461
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FIG. 9. Ghom8 as a function of excitation wavelengthlexc within the 0-0 band
of BChl-a in TEA at 1.6 K for various delay times, atDp50 ~a! and Dp
53.4 GPa~b!. Ghom8 vs lexc is constant atc;131025 M ~squares! ~dashed
line!. Ghom8 increases towards the blue atc;531024 M following an error
function that corresponds to the integral of the dashed Gaussian curve
results prove that spectral diffusion and ‘‘downhill’’ energy transfer a
correlated. The dashed Gaussian is blue-shifted with respect to the 0-0
~solid curve! by 135 cm21 at Dp50 ~a! and 70 cm21 at Dp53.4 GPa~b!.
For a discussion, see Sec. III D.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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lows an S-shaped curve, the values of which increase
wards the blue and with delay time. The correspond
Gaussian curve has about the same width of 350 cm21, but it
is blue-shifted by only (70610) cm21 with respect to the
maximum of the 0-0 band.

To explain the blue-shifted Gaussian curves we prop
the following picture. Assume that all molecules in the 0
band could contribute to the energy transfer-induced spec
diffusion process (ET→SD). The Gaussian corresponding
the S-shaped curve would then be centered at the maxim
of the 0-0 band, because all molecules absorbing at the re
lexc ~or a number proportional to them! would participate in
energy transfer and, subsequently, in spectral diffusi
However, we observe a Gaussian that is not centered aro
the maximum of the 0-0 band@Figs. 9~a! and 9~b!#.

To investigate whether this anomalous blue-shift is d
to BChl-a or to TEA, we have studied the gla
2-methyltetrahydrofuran~MTHF! doped with BChl-a at the
same concentration (c;531024 M). This glassy system, in
contrast to TEA, shows ‘‘normal’’ SD already at low con
centration (c;131025 M) and at the red edge of the 0-
band.12–14 In Fig. 10,Ghom8 has been plotted as a function o
lexc for BChl-a in MTHF. Since the data follow an S-shape
curve that is centered around the maximum of the 0-0 ba
we conclude that all BChl-a molecules~or a number propor-
tional to them! within the 0-0 band participate in th
ET→SD process. Thus, we attribute the blue-shift obser
for BChl-a in TEA to the structure of TEA and not to th
BChl-a probe molecules.

Apparently, an energy barrier has to be overcome
TEA before TLSs can be excited for subsequent SD.
associate this energy barrierDE with the 135 cm21 and
70 cm21 blue shifts observed atDp50 andDp53.4 GPa,
respectively, and conclude that a minimum energy stepDE,
here provided by energy transfer, has to be released into
TEA-host in order to activate TLSs for SD. As a cons
quence, the distribution of probe molecules active

he
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4805Creemers et al.: Dynamics of doped organic glasses
ET→SD is blue-shifted with respect to the maximum of t
0-0 band and is, therefore, narrower than the 0-0 band. T
is schematically depicted in Figs. 11~a! and 11~b!, where the
0-0 bands are represented by Gaussians~solid curves! with
widths of 480 cm21 at Dp50 and 440 cm21 at Dp
53.4 GPa. The BChl-a molecules active in the ET→SD pro-
cess are represented by the dashed Gaussians with a wid
350 cm21. We see that there are relatively more molecu
participating in ET→SD at high pressure than at ambie
pressure, because the barrier height that has to be overc
by energy transfer is lower atDp53.4 GPa~see also Sec
IV !.

Finally, in order to understand why the amount of spe
tral diffusion shown in Fig. 7~a!, i.e., the slope
dGhom8 /d(log td), which is unexpectedly almost the same
high- and at ambient pressure, let us go back to Figs.~a!
and 8~b!. Here we estimated the value ofG0 max

ET , i.e., the
maximum contribution of ‘‘pure’’ energy transfer toG08 , to
be somewhat larger~by a factor of;1.6! at Dp53.4 GPa
than atDp50. The results imply that the ‘‘pure’’ energ
transfer rate is larger at high pressure than at ambient p
sure and, therefore, more BChl-a molecules participate in
process atDp53.4 GPa. This increases the probability
exciting a TLS in the TEA glass and, thereby producing S
On the other hand, we have shown in Fig. 5~a! that by ap-
plying high pressure the sample becomes crystallinelike,
the number of TLSs is significantly reduced. These two
fects, together with the fact that the energy barrier at h
pressure (70 cm21) is much lower than at ambient pressu
(135 cm21), seem to compensate each other, resulting
comparable amounts of spectral diffusion observed atDp50
andDp53.4 GPa@Fig. 7~a!#.

IV. POTENTIAL ENERGY MODEL FOR TEA

We summarize our interpretation of the experimental
sults with the qualitative potential curves drawn in Fig.
for TEA. These curves attempt to depict~in a heuristic man-

FIG. 10. Ghom8 as a function of excitation wavelengthlexc for BChl-a in
MTHF (c;531024 M) at 1.6 K,Dp50 andtd5300 s. The data follow an
error function, as in Fig. 9, but the corresponding Gaussian curve~dashed! is
centered at the maximum of the 0-0 band instead of being blue-shifted
TEA. The results demonstrate that the blue-shifts of 135 and 70 cm21 in Fig.
9 are caused by TEA~see Sec. III D!.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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ner! the energy barriers in the structure of TEA responsi
for dephasing and ET-induced SD. At ambient press
(Dp50), there is a distribution of fast relaxation rates~with
R.109 Hz! and low barrier heights, which are responsib
for theT1.3-temperature dependence ofGhom8 observed at low
concentration at any wavelength and at higher concentra
in the red of the 0-0 band@Fig. 5~a!, upper curve, and Fig
6~a!, lower curve#. Since at low concentration of probe mo
ecules, spectral diffusion was not observed in TEA fortd

.1026 s by hole-burning@Fig. 5~a!, upper curve, and Fig
7~b!, lower curve# or for td.1029 s by three-pulse photon
echoes,18~b! we conclude that relaxation rates smaller th
109 Hz are not normally present in this glass. At high pre
sure and in the red of the 0-0 band, TEA becomes crys
linelike indicating that the TLSs with low barriers andR
.109 Hz have disappeared@Figs. 5~a! and 6~b!, lower
curves#.

At higher concentration, we have shown that spec
diffusion induced by energy transfer (ET→SD) occurs in the
0-0 band, increasing from the red to the blue~Figs. 6, 7, 9!.
The picture we have of this process is the following: duri
the excited-state lifetime of 4 ns, excitation energy is tra
ferred from probe molecule to probe molecule. At each st
some energy is released into the glassy host. The numb

in

FIG. 11. Gaussian representation of the 0-0 absorption band of BChl-
TEA at low T ~solid curves! at Dp50 ~a! andDp53.4 GPa~b!. The dashed
Gaussian curves with blue-shifted maxima at 135 cm21 ~a! and 70 cm21 ~b!
from the 0-0 band maxima represent the distribution of BChl-a molecu
active in the spectral diffusion process induced by energy tran
(ET→SD) ~see discussion in Sec. III D!.
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4806 Creemers et al.: Dynamics of doped organic glasses
transfer steps and the available energy increases with
concentration of probe molecules absorbing at ener
lower than the initial excitation wavelength~i.e., to the red of
it!. By this mechanism, a large part of the TEA glass in
neighborhood of the probe molecules is explored. If dur
this exploration, the excitation finds itself close to a struct
that can act as a TLS, and the energy released into the g
exceeds the barrier height of 135 cm21 ~at Dp50! or
70 cm21 ~at Dp53.4 GPa!, TLSs will be formed with sub-
sequent spectral diffusion taking place over many orders
magnitude in time, even atT→0. Note that in the absence o
energy transfer, i.e., in the absence of exploration of
glass, there is only a small probability for the excitation b
ing close to such an incipient TLS. This explains why rad
tionless decay, which is localized on a given molecule
ineffective in producing SD in TEA.

The glassy structure that is responsible for the TLSs
not known. However, it is interesting to speculate about
properties of the TEA molecule that might be involved
ET→SD. It is known that TEA exists in the gas and liqu
phases in a number of conformations,47 and a molecular me
chanics calculation shows barrier heights between the v
ous conformers of 1500 cm21, 150 cm21, and 90 cm21.48

This suggests a scenario for the formation of TLSs by
‘‘downhill’’ energy mechanism: as the excitation wande
through the glass via Fo¨rster energy transfer,46 it may find
itself close to a TEA molecule~or cluster of molecules! that
can, with the input of;135 cm21, be transformed into an
other conformation that will act as a TLS.

FIG. 12. Heuristic potential energy curves for TEA, atDp50 and Dp
53.4 GPa. AtDp50 and at the bottom of the lower potential curve~red
wing of the 0-0 band, i.e., no extra energy transfer!, TLSs with low barrier
heights and, therefore, fast relaxation rates (R.109 Hz) cause ‘‘pure’’
dephasing but no spectral diffusion. They are responsible for
T1.3-dependence ofGhom8 . To overcome the potential barrier of 135 cm21

and activate TLSs that cause subsequent spectral diffusion, energy has
released into the TEA which is provided by ‘‘downhill’’ energy transfer. A
Dp53.4 GPa and at the bottom of the upper potential curve~red wing of the
0-0 band!, there are no TLSs and, therefore, ‘‘pure’’ dephasing is crys
linelike with Ghom8 }exp(2E/kT). To overcome the potential barrier and trig
ger SD induced by ET, an energy of only 70 cm21 is needed~see end of Sec.
III D and IV!.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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When high pressure is applied to the TEA glass,
potential barriers will change due to the increased density
the glass. If at the top of the barrier the energy is raised
than that at the bottom by the increased repulsive forces,
energy barrier will be lowered by pressure. Physically, t
happens when the TEA structure at the top of the barrie
smaller than at the bottom and, therefore, it feels the rep
sive forces less. This is shown by the thermodynamic id
tity,

~]DG/]p!T5DV, ~12!

whereDG is the Gibbs free energy difference andDV is the
volume difference between the TEA structure at the top a
the bottom of the barrier. Integrating Eq.~12! from ambient
pressure (Dp50) to 3.4 GPa, we find

dDG5DG~3.4 GPa!2DG~0!

5E
Dp50

Dp53.4 GPa

~DV!dp5~3.4 GPa!DV̄, ~13!

whereDV̄ is an average of the volume difference betwe
ambient- and high pressure. From the experimental res
DG5(70– 135) cm215265 cm2151.29310221 J for an in-
crease from ambient pressure to 3.4 GPa. Thus,DV̄;20.4
Å3 ~520.3 cm3/mol for a structure of one molecule!.49 Note
that the distance from the central N atom in the TEA m
ecule to any of the outer C atoms is 2.5 Å.48 Taking a spheri-
cal structure of radius 2.5 Å containing one molecule,
find that a decrease in the radius of 0.005 Å yields aDV̄;
20.4 Å3 per molecule. This rather small volume chan
shows up as a measurable shift in the potential barrier, d
onstrating that the use of high pressure in spectral h
burning adds a new and highly sensitive parameter for
study of glass dynamics.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In the present study, we have demonstrated a new eff
spectral diffusion induced by ‘‘downhill’’ energy transfer i
a glass in which no spectral diffusion had been previou
seen. This suggests that TLSs can be activated by dumpi
small amount of energy into the glass. Spectral diffus
induced by energy transfer among probe molecules is a g
eral phenomenon that we have now demonstrated in a n
ber of ‘‘normal’’ glasses, e.g., polystyrene doped wi
chlorin44 and MTHF doped with BChl-a~see Sec. III D!. It is
particularly noticeable in TEA, in which SD is not present
low concentrations of chromophores. In addition, from t
wavelength dependence of the spectral diffusion we fou
that an energy barrier~of ;100 cm21! has to be crossed in
order to activate the TLSs. The pressure dependence of
barrier height indicates that there is a small decrease,
average, in the volume of the glass structure in going fr
the minimum to the top of the barrier.

At ambient pressure and low concentration, the gl
shows no SD but does show aT1.3-dependence ofGhom8 . At
higher concentration, SD is induced by ‘‘downhill’’ energ
transfer, indicating that the ‘‘fast’’ TLSs responsible for th
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4807Creemers et al.: Dynamics of doped organic glasses
temperature dependence are not the same as the ‘‘sl
TLSs induced by the energy transfer process. At high p
sure and in the red of the 0-0 band, the TEA glass show
exponential temperature dependence ofGhom8 and no SD,
both effects being consistent with a crystallinelike enviro
ment. At high concentration and in the blue of the 0-0 ba
however, SD is induced by energy transfer, leading to
standardT1.3-dependence ofGhom8 for Dp50 and to the sum
of a T1.3 and an exponentialT-dependence forDp
53.4 GPa. We have proposed a qualitative molecular mo
which will be tested by performing similar experiments wi
different probe molecules doped into TEA. The results
ported in this paper indicate the complexity of the dynam
of glasses and the need for more experiments as a functio
pressure and concentration in order to elucidate the full ra
of possible phenomena.
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